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FROM THE LAST HOPE RULE BOOK:  

“Last Hope is a role playing game allowing more adult interactions but certain subjects must be avoided. 

There is absolutely no role played situations that allow rape, sexually explicit scenes, groping, or 

genitalia torture. However, role played pain, implied threats, and physical torture may be a part of the 

game.”  

Any sort of adult contact/acts should be implied, light hearted, and willing by both parties involved but 

should never progress any further. Lewd or vulgar comments can be made in character if they are not 

excessive and applicable to the current role play. If you think a situation is getting out of hand, you may 

use the “Out of Game Stop” to let the involved players know. If it continues, bring it up to a Herald 

immediately. Sexual harassment will not be tolerated.  

 

=== Trade Description ===  
Escorts are skilled professionals in the arts of passion and relief. Helping their clients recovery more 

fully, in the most enjoyable way possible. 

 

===Time & Actions === 

Unsteady Income 
Action: Between events, your income has a chance to fluctuate. At check-in, flip a coin. If the result is 

heads, you earn 2 additional silver. If the result is tails, you instead lose 1 silver. If the Escort takes 

Profession: Escort they gain a +1 bonus when calculating how much money they earn during their 

downtime.  

 

The Jolly Roger 
Time: 10 minutes 

Action: You and your client retire to your private area (a personal tent, a secluded spot in the woods, 

etc.). Any armor heavier than Light should be removed. Roleplay in accordance with the comfort level of 

the player. Massages are great for players comfortable with touch. Storytelling, singing, gaming, or tea 

services are excellent alternatives for those who do not want physical touch. 

Effect: Allows your client a more effective recovery. Time with you is invigorating and restores 1 hit 

point. If their hit points are full it elevates their prowess granting them one temporary hit point. This 

hit point is the first one lost during any situation where hit points are damaged or removed. This 

temporary hit points wears off at the end of the day. 

 

Aid Recovery 
Time: During the duration of the action 

Action: If Respite, Barkeep, or Healer are being used to recover hit points, recover +1 Hit Points. Cannot 

be stacked with your own Jolly Roger, but can be combined with another Escort’s Jolly Roger but only 

for the purpose of recovering hit points (cannot add an additional temporary hit point). 

 

The Jollier Roger 
Taking the Profession: Escort skill allows you to service two clients at the same time for “Jolly Roger”. 


